
S&ne thwtiticai work has been catied out in order to evaluate the potentiali- 
ties of ~%ecta~~gular capillary columns for gas chromatography. A flattening device for 
capiE$esis descrii and exprience in preparing re&ngular columns with this de- 
vice is discussed. Preliminzy results Showed an improvement in ‘thi: column per- 
f&mince of a macrocapi&ry after ffattening to a wall-to-wall distance of 0.2 mm. 

In gas chromatography, captiary coiumns with inner diameters of 0.243 mm 
h&e the great separation power that is usually required combined with the disad- 
Vantage of Iow loads. The~latter efEct rfzsuIts in poor 0veraJ.l sensitivity_ Several pro- 
posafs have been made for~.increasing the Emits of detection in order to perniit 
_t& Use of capillaries for trace analyses. SCOT and PLOT coIumns1~2 and irregularly 
peged capillaries3 increaSe the amount of stationary phase, and trapping techniques* 
and splitie&iojections enrich the- components io question. All these methods are 
$a&%ibus, either in pre@ing the cof+s or in applying them. Hence Golay’s pro- 
pu@*, m&de in 1958, tom use rectangular capiilaries was rqconsidered. It should result 
ic- high-c+acity coimns with the separation eEciency of microcapiiities (Le., 
capilh&~s with LD. 0.254.30 mm, in contrast to macroczpiilaries with LD. 0.540 
mm), if sufT&kntiy fiat caplilaries could be made. ’ 

T&ee-r&sons were decisive in for&uIating the experiments: 
(1) By means of a “micro-mangle” (See Experimental), the preparation of such 

ca$&&s is techpidy, fzasibble_ 
-- (2) I+is paper, Golay derived equations for rectanguIar CapiHaries and proved 

thc&,‘fii~_s&pzration @ici~ncv, the smaller wall-to-wail-distance corresponds to the 
diakieter bf+-@ar capilIaries. +- 

-- -.. 
(3) mereas tlje gas Bow throughnormalcapikries is propqrtionaf to the fourth 

power bf @e rad& ffi. t&t of recta@gukr tubes is prtipbr&onat to the third power 
-of half the ~s&aEer~ wz%to-ti dis&nce -ties-the larger (2%). Nence a capiilary of 
I$. 0.211nm jlaS &outth& @n&‘@m+%ity as a re&qplar CapiJJary measuring 

.- O;W%. f.5 &in. The coqzsponding cross-sectional &as are 0.05 and O.LS mm2 
-qj&&+gy.; 1 -y:_,- : _- 

J. : -_ T&ii in~tzsti~ti~p Was tied out in.o& to sho& tha& according to theory, _/- 
_ -_ 
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In &is work we have ass&d that Golay’s. equ.ations! a& valid ‘&the&m --- 
generally ac&pted’-- We -first present some ‘ealtiulations that have-.& n&i& with 
these equations and conclusions derived from them, &id t&n we -discuSs some advan- -. 
tages and disadvantage&based on a more practical approach. : -_ :. - 

Golay derived equations fork both circular and rectangular capillaries; the. 
latter being valid only for alarge ratio of width to thickness:. : 

where , 
W = effective-height equivalent to a theoretical plate; 
U = average velocity of carrier gas ; 
D = diffusion co&Sent of sample in gas phase; 
Dt =.diffusion c@Ecient of sample in liquid phase; 
k = ratio of fixed to moving capacity for component of sample; 
C = partition coef&ient ; 
rt3 F radius bfcircular tube; -. 

.zo .= half inside. thickness of flat tube. 
A comparison of .these two equations shows .a similar pattern, u&g for cir- 

cular ~lumns the radius, i,,, and for rei%+gular columns half the smalle.r wall-to- 
wall distan&, z,. The scalar factors differ, however, with the e&x% that as k &mea& 

tic&. increases more rapidly than HcrrculJr. -At first sighq.the apparent lack Of the 
6lm thickness looks astonishing, but *As is accounted for by ‘the k vah&: the cap&c@ 
ratio, for-a given capillary and at constant partition &eiEeient, depenc+ontlie.film 
t&&~so&T~~: . . .. . . .. _. -. 

Calculation of the equations for circular and rectangular colum& with squ& 
lane as stationary phase for-n-heptaney is illusQat$d in Ttible I and:Figi 1. Assuming. 
the valid&y of both equations w&l& the calculated range, .one @ &aw t.he follov@g 
concl&~n$ _~ : -- : .’ t . . 

: Q)’ +Tfs. &er for &rcular C&umns t&x for tec&ingi@r Cob&ts.&h &$af 
wall-to-wall distz&es ‘(rO .%:&). This diEerenoe in 
n+s. ‘-- ,’ -. 

crea&wi&ir&asin,&fi~.thiek~.’ 
.- ., .. I..~ . . . . . ..:. .‘__,. . . 

: -1 -m (2).Tht-heightequiv~~ent-to 8 th,&& p& &&& && &&&& ,I;, 

z. and &e de@&ulej& on: film tljickne% b&&m& Sm.a#erY .es&st. te&y&i$&oMs 1’. 
-. for .the vel+ity:and hence time4etermined gas di@tsion;; iirflu&@es $e $E @f- r&$&i;: 
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Fig. 2. Variation of the effective height equivalent to 2 theoretical plate during fiattening of a rnacr~- 

cap&u-y of 1 mm I.D. (for further details, see TabIe D. 

All of these conclusions lead to the assumption that, according to eqn. 2, 
rectangular columns with very small wall-to-wall distances should have distinct ad- 
vantages in comparison with microcapillaries. 

General consideration of rectangular columns 
A general discussion of the potentialities and limitations of rectangular col- 

umns must take into account the following aspects. 
Distortion of wlocity profile. An important point, which could make the whole 

concept questionable, is the actual shape of the cross-sectional velocity distribution_ 
-4 column design with plane-parallel walls and semicircular sides provides optimal 
Bow conditions, but nevertheless the wall effects are much greater than with circular 
columns and hence there is a larger amount of gas phase with a zero or very small 
linear velocity. Correspondingly, the gas velocity of the centre part of the capillary 
must be higher, which causes a more distorted velocity profile than in circular columns. 
The separating power depends on the actual shape of this profile and the H versus U 
graph should be much steeper than with circular columns. 

Lineven cross-section along the cohann. The flattening must be performed with 
high uniformity. Buckling of the tube will result in very small deviations from the mean 
wall-to-wall distance, but an alteration of that distance by only 5 0.01 mm pro- 
duces a variation in the free cross-section of f 20% and hence a change in the per- 
meability of f 73 to - 49%. The overall result would be an uneven velocity distri- 
bution and perhaps a greater pressure drop. 

Sort gas paths that reduce peak broadening. A shorter wall-to-wall distance 
causes shorter times between the sorption steps, and therefore more sorption/desorp- 
tion steps occur per unit time than in a microcapillary. This in turn results in a better 
statistical distrioution of the total sorption times of the individual molecules of one 
component and consequently in a reduction in peak broadening. This holds true also, 
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if greater fihn thicknesses are used to increase the CapaciEy. Under this aspect the di- 
minished influence of the film-thickness predicted by equation (2) is understandable. 

Opfimum column profie. The “rectangular column”, owing to the manner of 
manufacture, is not exactly rectangular (see Fig. 3). Although the condition of two 
pIane-parallel walls is achieved, the smaller sides have semicircular proG.les of radius 
z,,. That is the ideal shape for rectangular columus, as it permits the most uniform 
coating and effects au optimum velocity profile under these circumstances (see 
above). As the column is coated before flattening the film thickness is uniform, even 
in places of greater curvature_ For a ratio of half the smaller side to the film thickness 
(zJ&-) of more than lOQ:l, no redistribution should occur on flattening. However, 
if a true rectangular column were coated, then of necessity ?atches of stationary 
phase would be formed in the comers. 

Fig. 3. ~Microphotographs of the cross-sections of the initial capil!vy (a) and of two fiattened capil- 
Ivies @ and c). 

A critical assessment of all considerations regarding rectangular cclumns with 
relatively small wall-to-wall distances indicates a good performance for this type of 
column. The distorted velocity profile with the increased proportion of %ationary” 
gas phase should not be too harmful for separation, as this phenomenon is inherent 
in all packed cohuuns with porous supports. Also, the unevenness of the wall-to-wall 
distance seems to be negligible as judged by the good agreement between calculated 
and measured gas flows. The predicted good properties should therefore more than 
compensate for the possible drawbacks. 

JXPERIMENTAL 

Theory predicts that the favourable effects of rectangular capillaries will be 
greatest with the smallest possible small-side distances and the greatest feasible 
widths. ?herefore, one should flatten columns of large internal diameter to bc as 
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. ’ ~.~er&:avoide&b-u&e stationa+l&&wa~ ‘de&&yed in the sofdered area; a problem. 
&&h.& &f‘yet..&n- bie&o&ee .. -. .- :-. : ~. --.. .-~ .~ 

. _ -. 
: ,- I&spit& Of th e @e&i&-arid reproducibility available .with -the micr&rnangle, 

the km& dist&iq &mot be i&mated from- Lhe outer diameter owing to the relative 
thic&&s .&k.-& w&l. It cati & ~cal;cul&ed; however; by con+&in& the differences 

- :’ Tje&$i i@e. &-values -of indiyidu$ iiabpqnen~ and those of the ordinary capillary. 
T&Small-side distance as well as the Width can easily be &x&&l froni the remaining 

-~-l .gas &drrme tider the-assumption that the~~c~ircumfer&ce of the capill& does not 
change .& .&itte&ng. 

-. The necessary carrier gas pressures increase rapidly on approaching the desired 
-inner. distance of 0.05 mm, in spite of the relatively large Open cross-section; The 
p&teabili~ of a circular capillary of 0.25 mm I.D. corresponds to that of a rectan- 

:.- guIar capillary measuring 0.1 x 1.5 mm, but, in order to obtain the same Iip.ear carrier 
gas .vel;+y, the volume velocity must be -three times that & a .circular capillary~ of 
-0,25 mm I.E)., s&e the cross-sectional area of the rectangular capillary is three times 
as great (0.25 nun2 V~~SZLY 0.05 rnmz). Consequently, the pressure drop is also three- 

--fold. 
The permeability of a rectangular capillary, measuring 0.05 x 1.5 mm, 

decreases to ‘CQ. 10 % of that of a 0.25mm I.D. circular capillary. In order to obtain 
equal linear gas velocities, the inlet pressure must be fifteen times greater than that 
for the 0.25~mm I.D. circufar capillary. 

The bigb pressme drop and the shape of the N versus U curves, which have a 
minl’m& at reIatively small carrier gas velocities, suggest rather short columns. Thus 
the separation times will be as usual and the necessary inlet pressures will remain 
witbi& reasonable limits. The number of plates attainable, however, is therefore limited. 

F&JL%s - 

As we are engaged m routine industrial analyses, we possess neither the equip- 
m&t nor the time available to research organizations. Our practical work was there- 
fore intended more to show preliminary results in order to stimulate other workers 
to establish the best conditions and prqcedures or to prove that there is something 
wrong with our prop&&z. 

At first, we obtained .promising results by using a. column coated with silicone 
oil: When we used wall-to-wall distances of 0.3 and 0;2 mm, the M value for n-heptane 
decreased from 1.6 to 0.6 and 0.4 cm, showing an overall improvement of 75 %. Kow- 

.eVer, the increase S&e k value. from 0.33 to 0.69 and 1.0, respectively, would itself 
cause, with no change in separation efliciency, .a decrease in K from 1.6 to 0.7 and 0.5 
cm, iespectively, Hence themred gain was small, but it encouraged us to present this 

-. paper and to-perform further work. 
-. : Unfortunately the column was flattened to destruction when we tried to reduce 

the small-side dS&e to about z,, .= 0.05 mm, and it was therefore impossible to 
ob:&i& further chromatograms with this column arid to determine its loadability. 

.. Siqie -h&i w& havt? obtained d&&aging resuhs, mainly we believe owing to the dead 
:voliinie :at b@h ends of- the columns. In attempting to eliminate this problem, we 
have~d&troyed many columnS-by f&&ng them to zero permeability, and we there- 
fore tried .& solder, a Hattened col&. into the T-pieces of the splitter and of the de- 

.-- . . : 




